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Abstract
As Russia and China sign a 30 year gas deal thought to be worth $400 billion; it may help
compensate Russia for economic losses caused from increasing isolation from the West.
This will give Russia more strategic freedom to act against the West but may also increase
its dependency upon China. With increased leverages China may be more able to impose
its will upon Russia when they have foreign policy divergence and may alter Russia’s
relationship with its near abroad in Central Asia. Putin’s attempts to hedge against China
will fail to make a significant impact.
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achieved this through his individual brand
of nationalism, nostalgic veneration of the
USSR and profits from the energy sector
which have enabled him to begin to
rebuild the former Soviet Union. This
image of power has given Putin domestic
legitimacy and become part of modern
Russian identity; however this will be
threatened when it becomes clear that
Russia is submissive to China’s foreign
policy. To avoid complete dependence
Russia will hedge against China by

their dependency because of the
inherent weaknesses with the Russian
economy, the relative insignificance
of current economic ties with these
countries and the asymmetric

dependency already established.
Should Russia want to change its role in a
future partnership, it will find itself
shackled and dependent upon China. Putin
has been pushed by circumstance into a
position of strengthening China more than
he wished and Russian strategic
independence will suffer in the long term.
In the Zero sum game that Putin plays, he
has already lost to China.
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